
Y Combinator Funding Application
Winter 2011

Application deadline: 10 pm (PST) October 19, 2010.

Please try to answer each question in less than 120 words.

We look at online demos only for the most promising applications, so don't skimp on the application
because you're relying on a good demo.

We do usually look at the video. Submitting a video greatly improves your chances.

Though we don't make any formal promise about secrecy, we will try to avoid disclosing your plans
to potential competitors.

If you're about to answer a question by saying you can't tell us because the answer is classified or
controversial, please tell us instead about an instance that isn't.

We recommend you save regularly by clicking on the update button at the bottom of this page.
Otherwise you may lose work if we restart the server.

Your YC username:

gilesbowkett

Company name:

Teaching The Robots To Sing

Company url, if any:

Phone number(s):

323-762-3329

Please enter the Posterous url of a 1 minute video introducing yourselves. (Optional but strongly
recommended. Instructions.)

YC usernames of all founders, including you, gilesbowkett, separated by spaces. (That's
usernames, not given names: "bksmith," not "Bob Smith." If the startup has 3 founders, there
should be 3 tokens in this answer.)

gilesbowkett

YC usernames of all founders, including you, gilesbowkett, who will live in the Bay Area January
through March if we fund you. (Again, that's usernames, not given names.)

gilesbowkett

What is your company going to make?
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An iPad app which allows you to define a template for 
musical rhythms, specifically breakbeats, and then generate 
an infinite number of breakbeats which conform to that 
template. I have a Ruby prototype.

If this application is a response to a YC RFS, which one?

6

For each founder, please list: YC username; name; age; year of graduation, school, degree and
subject for each degree; email address; personal url, facebook id, twitter id; employer and title (if
any). Put unfinished degrees in parens. List the main contact first. Separate founders with blank
lines. Put an asterisk before the name of anyone not able to move to the Bay Area.

gilesbowkett; Giles Bowkett; 36; no degree, studied 
(classical languages and literature) at St. John's College, 
in the Great Books program, where the unique approach to 
(math) changed my life, and at Northwestern University's 
Extension program; studied (art and music) at Santa Fe 
Community College; studied (acting) at Northwestern 
Extension, American Conservatory Theater Extension, and 
with various teachers in Los Angeles and San Francisco; 
gilesb@gmail.com; gilesbowkett.blogspot.com, "Giles 
Bowkett", @gilesgoatboy; self and Emperor.

Please tell us in one or two sentences about something impressive other than this startup that
each founder has built or achieved.

The startup's Ruby prototype; also a Ruby library which 
detects repetition and similarity in Ruby code. Also a 
hand-drawn, frame-by-frame animation of my left hand: 
http://gilesgoatboy.org/video/tron.mov

Please tell us about the time you, gilesbowkett, most successfully hacked some (non-computer)
system to your advantage.

By going on a (very specific) vegan diet, I lost 82 pounds 
in six months, and have kept it off for about a year now, 
roughly. My health improved dramatically and rapidly in 
several measurable ways. "If people don't think you're 
weird, you're living badly."
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Please tell us about an interesting project, preferably outside of class or work, that two or more of
you created together. Include urls if possible.

There's only one of me, but I think I understand the 
question. I lead well. I don't collaborate well. I have a 
heinous ego, but I'm very generous, and a good listener.

How long have the founders known one another and how did you meet? Have any of the founders
not met in person?

I would have to say I only really got know myself at around 
the age of 28. That means I've known myself 8 years. I have 
met myself in person, many times.

What's new about what you're doing? What substitutes do people resort to because what you plan
to make doesn't exist yet?

This replaces drum machines, especially those inexpressive 
in live performance. It is a baroque version of a drum 
machine, with new dimensions of expressive capacity which 
could have never existed before. In that respect, it also 
competes with musical instruments designed expressly for 
live performance, and with DJing.

What do you understand about your business that other companies in it just don't get?

Computers, and especially artificial intelligence. The ones 
who understand computers don't understand theatricality or 
visual art, both of which drive UI, and UI can be a major 
selling point in an iPad app. The theatrics of marketing. 
The first version of the app will simply reimplement my 
Ruby version; the second will allow each iPad in a set of 
iPads to operate as a particular drum, facilitating iPad 
drum circles. That's some theatrical fucking marketing. Set 
it up at a trade show or in a mall, bring along a few pro 
percussionists and a few models to encourage people to try 
the drumming, and you'll get people wanting to buy it and 
journalists wanting to write about it. What you do is you 
stage a ton of these public demos simultaneously across the 
country. The resulting surge of interest shows up on 
Apple's radar and gets you featured; combine that with the 
media attention and you're raking in sales and establishing 
an internationally known brand.
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Who are your competitors, and who might become competitors? Who do you fear most?

All synth manufacturers are potential competitors. Korg is 
the only one of the major players that has embraced 
software synths and ported their hardware classics to 
software. They seem to be only ones with a clue about 
computers. Knockoff apps could be created. Music-making on 
the iPad is huge and will only get bigger, of course, but I 
don't see anyone immediately outdoing the core logic of my 
original system. It's a combination of very specific 
opinions about how to produce good music, and an unusually 
capable understanding of AI. It's Steve Jobs-y, that way. 
The combination of in-depth technical understanding and 
strong opinions about how to create something beautiful is 
a difficult thing to beat. Roland would want to compete, 
but they'd be playing catch-up.

How will you make money?
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Selling iPad apps. Selling installations to nightclubs, 
festivals, resorts, cruise ships, and a very small number 
of very wealthy mansion owners around the world. The output 
protocol can also be used to control lights, so an 
installation would consist of more than just an iPad drum 
circle; basically, it's a room with the expected circle of 
iPads plugged into speakers and lights. The same core 
mathematical patterns underpinning the breakbeats can be 
repurposed to fluctuate lights and lasers in an almost 
plug-and-play manner, using commodity hardware. Of course 
if you make any mansion sales, you use that to get the 
system on MTV Cribs (or whatever), and use *that* to drive 
sales of the nightclub installations and the iPad app. The 
product's remarkable in its own right, and will sell on the 
Purple Cow principle alone, but there's a great deal of 
additional revenue **and** marketing potential in sumptuous 
VIP options. Likewise, once you have a high-profile 
installation or two, you can use the attention to sell a 
portable version of the lights setup to hobbyists and/or 
performers: commodity hardware, instructional DVD, 
delicious markup. And once you sell an installation to a 
cruise ship, you can then book your most enthusiastic 
customers on a cruise on that same ship. (Or, once you sell 
an installation to a resort, you set up an event at that 
resort.) Give attendees a daytime mini-conference on music 
and hacking, name DJs performing at night (with guest 
percussionists), and charge out the wazoo. Similar events 
in Europe (e.g., Snowbombing, a combined music festival and 
snowboarding holiday, running continuously for several 
years now) charge astronomical ticket prices. But the real 
advantage there is in identifying your most wealthy and 
fanatical customers and selling them even MORE crap than 
ever before.

If you've already started working on it, how long have you been working and how many lines of
code (if applicable) have you written?

Ruby prototype is about 500 lines of code.

If you have an online demo, what's the url? (Please don't password protect it; just use an obscure
url.)

short: http://www.vimeo.com/947877

long: http://gilesbowkett.blogspot.com/2008/10
/archaeopteryx-rubyfringe-presentation.html

How long will it take before you have a prototype? A beta? A version you can charge for?
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I have a prototype now. I think betas are evil. A version I 
can charge for, probably a few months. That's for the first 
version, porting my existing system. Enabling drum circles 
is obviously a bigger project.

If you're already incorporated, when were you? Who are the shareholders and what percent does
each own? If you've had funding, how much, at what valuation(s)?

If you're not incorporated yet, please list the percent of the company you plan to give each
founder, and anyone else you plan to give stock to. (This question is as much for you as us.)

100% to me.

If we fund you, which of the founders will commit to working exclusively (no school, no other jobs)
on this project for the next year?

Me

For founders who can't, why not? What level of commitment are they willing to make?

Do any founders have other commitments between January and March 2011 inclusive?

No

Do any founders have commitments in the future (e.g. finishing college, going to grad school), and
if so what?

Not really
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Where do you live now, and where would the company be based after YC?

Los Angeles; New York. San Francisco is beautiful to visit, 
but I can't stand it to live in. It's tiny. New York is #2 
for startups and way more important in the music, clubbing, 
and media industries, all of which will be vital to this 
project's success.

Are any of the founders covered by noncompetes or intellectual property agreements that overlap
with your project? Will any be working as employees or consultants for anyone else?

No

Was any of your code written by someone who is not one of your founders? If so, how can you
safely use it? (Open source is ok of course.)

No

Are any of the following true? (a) You are the only founder. (b) You are a student who may return
to school when the next term starts. (c) Half or more of your group can't move to the Bay Area.
(d) One or more founders will keep their current jobs. (e) None of the founders are programmers.

(Answering yes doesn't disqualify you. It's just to remind us to check.)

yes

If you had any other ideas you considered applying with, feel free to list them. One may be
something we've been waiting for. Often when we fund people it's to do something they list here
and not in the main application.
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It's possible, using commodity hardware, to control systems 
in your car via SMS or ssh. For instance, "I'm about to 
leave the office, better turn on my car and start the A/C, 
because it's hot today." I've heard that being able to do 
that while sitting at your desk is quite nice. You get to 
the car and there's none of that tedious waiting for the 
A/C to catch up. Turning that into a consumer product 
(aftermarket of course) with iOS and Android control apps 
would have some of the same marketing strengths as the 
systems I've described, although insurance costs would be 
higher. Similarly I think an AI to control driving *during 
gridlock only* would be very useful, and very easy to 
build. It's essentially go, stop, a very low speed cap, and 
a distance detector.

Please tell us something surprising or amusing that one of you has discovered. (The answer need
not be related to your project.)

There are more hobbyists making Stone Age arrows today than 
there were serious users making them during the Stone Age.

update

(Clicking on update doesn't submit your application; it just saves it to disk.)
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